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If you work in anything that resembles an office, chances are you have coworkers who resemble

Dilbert's.â€ƒMaybe your boss doesn't have pointy hair, but he (or she) probably more than once has

used meaningless business speak to cover a lack of knowledge--and fooled exactly no one. A guy

in the next cubicle probably shows up each day just for the free coffee, and another probably works

like a crazy-woman hoping for a little recognition. Dilbert creator Scott Adams includes them all. Any

resemblance to your actual coworkers is intentional (and hilarious).â€ƒGet a head start on each

day's office craziness with this best-selling Dilbert calendar that features a full-color cartoon on

every page.
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How much can you say about a calendar? The pages are all lined up and stuck together and it's got

printed comic strips on each page. It comes with a little plastic stand so you can put it on your desk

and there are certainly no complaints about Dilbert's content so, all in all, I'm happy with the

purchase.

This is your basic desk calendar. Nothing super special but I love the graphics. I got this for a gift for

a Dilbert fan and he will love it. It was a great price too compared to the calendar places that you

usually find at the mall.



It's a Dilbert calendar. Doesn't get any better than that, unless they were to publish a Wally

calendar. I got the Kindle version this year so I could save a few bucks. Now don't know what I'm

going to use for shopping lists and notes all year. Probably go back to the old-fashioned printed

version next year.

Great desk calendar. The comicis about engineers, so they would probably find it the most hilarious,

but it has broad application to any office environment, and the dry wit is spot-on. It often makes me

laugh out loud and is a bright little spot of sunshine in my day.The content is not only just as funny

as you would expect from the regular newspaper comic, but it is also appropriate for work.

Surprisingly, these two points are not always the case with desk calendars. I bought the 2014

Dilbert calendar at Barnes & Noble after a disappointing 2013 with a calendar from the American

version of the TV show The Office (I love The Office; it's a hilarious show, but the calendar was

awful--used the least funny lines from the show and very inappropriate for work. I expected some

inappropriateness, but what I did not expect were several quotes mentioning specific male

anatomy--you just can't have that on your office desk in most environments). Anyway, the Dilbert

content in the calendar is consistently funny and won't cause you to surreptitiously turn it around

when your boss stops by to chat.I was pleased, after my good experience with the 2014 Dilbert

calendar from B & N, to find that  sells this calendar for several dollars less. It's always great to get

the same product at a lower price. I am currently enjoying my 2015 Dilbert calendar from  and will

be back for more next year!Would I purchase again? Definitely will.Would I recommend to a friend?

Yes.Did I receive a promotional credit on this item? No.

Has it almost been a year since I've had this product? Yes is has. Has it disappointed me? No more

than a pointy haired boss! While I don't always keep up with it on a daily basis, it's always good to

know I can get a few of my favorite strips on a tear off calendar. Sure, online comics, apps and the

like are all the rage today, but set this puppy near your box of Kleenex, coffee cup, or VOIP phone

on your desk and settle in for smiles. You maybe at work, and your job may suck, but at least you

can get a daily chuckle from this bad boy.

Still waiting for this calendar to BRING BACK separate pages for Saturday AND Sunday. There is

no reason to combine the 2 -- except it saves them money. People use this on the kitchen table and

are not at work and even if at work, there is special reason to be able to enjoy 2 cartoons on

Monday morning when you have to get back to the grind. Cartoons are just not as funny as they



were for the first couple of years. Only reason still purchasing it every year is so I know which day it

is and Far Side is no longer new/available and there isn't anything better out there in this format.

I love the Dilbert Desktop Calendars. They have been a mainstay on my desk at work for many

years. The zany behavior of Dilbert and his dysfunctional co-workers put a smile on my face every

morning. Plus, there's a little space below the comic strip that allows for various notes and

appointment reminders. Get some before they're pulled from the shelves, and repackaged as a

collector's edition! ;-P

I find I am not a fan of Day-To-Day calendars. I was hoping the humor of Dilbert would help with that

but unfortunately it doesn't. With monthly calendars only the best funny bone shakers make the cut.

With a Day-To-Day some hum drum comedy makes its way to print.
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